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beyond measure, anarchists are thus in a position to deepen the
struggle against capital and the state.
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the struggle of others. Revolutionary solidarity is solidarity
with the becoming-active of others and therefore with their
refusal to accept the alienation of their own power. Moreover,
revolutionary solidarity is always an active attack; it always
involves the recovery of our own active powers that multiply
in combination — in solidarity — with the active powers of
others.

Part I

In this article we have argued that anarchism is a practice that is
always in tension with the constituted order. The common thread of
anarchist practice is the refusal of a transcendent, constituted order,
the demand that decisions be made by those involved in a situation.
Anarchism is an attack on all that separates us from our active powers; anarchism is the desire that animates our refusal to allow the
alienation of our power. Thus the practice of anarchism is an ethic.
The practices that we have sketched in the above essay have been
developed by anarchists within the struggle of the excluded, and, as
such, they constitute a continuation of the society against the state.
In order to remain vital, however, anarchism must avoid the constitution of transcendent power-relations within its midst. For such
relations would both void the effectiveness of our attack and lead to
the defeat of self-constituted social relations. Informal organization
is a means for anarchists to combine with others of the exploited
multitude without forming transcendent institutions. The practice
of the anarchist ethic within the wider struggle will both allow people to remain active in their attack and bring into existence new,
immanently created ways of living and relating. Through the very
practice of informal organization, the anarchist ethic can spread
further within the anti-globalization movement. Within the wider
movement of the exploited and excluded, the movement — however
coherent — to reclaim the power to create our own social relations

The question always before anarchists is how to act in the present
moment of struggle against capitalism and the state. As new forms
of social struggles are becoming more clearly understood, this question becomes even more important. In order to answer these questions we have to clarify the relationship between anarchists and the
wider social movement of the exploited and the nature of that movement itself. First of all, we need to note that the movement of the exploited is always in course. There is no use in anarchists, who wish
to destroy capitalism and the state in their entirety, waiting to act
on some future date, as predicted by an objectivist reading of capitalism or a determinist understanding of history as if one were reading
the stars. This is the most secure way of keeping us locked in the
present forever. The revolutionary movement of the exploited multitude never totally disappears, no matter how hidden it is. Above
all this is a movement to destroy the separation between us, the
exploited, and our conditions of existence, that which we need to
live. It is a movement of society against the state. We can see this
movement, however incoherent or unconscious, in the actions of
Brazil’s peasants who take the land they need to survive, when the
poor steal, or when someone attacks the state that maintains the
system of exclusion and exploitation. We can see this movement
in the actions of those who attack the machinery that destroys our
very life-giving environment. Within this current, anarchists are a
minority. And, as conscious anarchists, we don’t stand outside the
movement, propagandizing and organizing it; we act with this current, helping to reanimate and sharpen its struggles.
It is instructive to look back at the recent history of this current.
In the U.S., beginning in the 1970s, social movements began to fracture into single-issue struggles that left the totality of social relations unchallenged. In many ways, this was reflected in a shift in
the form of imposed social relations, which occurred in response
to the struggles of the 1960s and early 1970, and is marked by a
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Conclusion

shift from a Fordist regime of accumulation (dominated by large
factories and a mediated truce with unions) to a regime of flexible
accumulation (which began to break unions, dismantle the welfare
state, and open borders to the free flow of capital). This shift is also
mirrored by the academic shift to postmodernist theory, which privileges the fractured, the floating, and the flexible. While the growth
of single-issue groups signals the defeat of the anti-capitalist struggles of the 1960s, over the 1990s we have witnessed a reconvergence
of struggles that are beginning to challenge capitalism as a totality.
Thus the revolutionary current of the exploited and excluded has
recently reemerged in a cycle of confrontations that began in the
third world and have spread to the first world of London, Seattle,
and Prague, and in the direct action movement that has, for the most
part, grown out of the radical environmental milieu. In the spectacular confrontations of the global days of action, these streams have
been converging into a powerful social force. The key to this reconvergence is that the new struggles of the 1990s are creating ways to
communicate and link local and particular struggles without building stifling organizations that attempt to synthesize all struggle under their command. Fundamental to this movement is an ethic that
stands against all that separates us from our conditions of existence
and all that separates us from our power to transform the world
and to create social relations beyond measure — a measure imposed
from above. This ethic is a call for the self-organization of freedom,
the self-valorization of human activity.
In this article we will outline our understanding of the ethic of
the revolutionary anarchist current of society that grows out of the
movement of the exploited in general. Then we will turn to the question of action and organization, looking critically at the forms of
struggle that are appearing in the recent cycle of social movements
and arguing that informal organization is the best way for anarchists to organize as a minority within the wider social movement.
By organizing along these lines, we believe anarchists can sharpen
the level of struggle and develop social relations in practice that are
4

mine their lives as they wish, not letting others decide in their
place, like the State and Capital do.”
Along with a critical solidarity that is always open to the autonomous action of others, we need to build revolutionary
solidarity. Revolutionary solidarity should be active and in
conflict with the structures of domination. Revolutionary solidarity allows us to move far beyond the “send-a-check” style
of solidarity that so pervades the left as well as solidarity
that relies on petitioning the state for relief or mercy. One
example of revolutionary solidarity was Nikos Mazotis’ action against TVX Gold in December 1997. Many people in
the villages around Strymonikos in Northern Greece were
struggling against the installation of a gold metallurgy plant
in their area. In solidarity with the villagers, Nikos placed a
bomb in the Ministry of Industry of Development that was
intended to explode when no one was in the building; unfortunately, it never went off at all. Nikos is now serving
a 15-year prison sentence (reduced to five and a half years;
he is due out this year). TVX Gold is a multinational company whose headquarters is in Canada, there are thus many
points at which revolutionary solidarity with the villagers of
Stryminikos could have been enacted. Fundraising on behalf
of one’s comrades is necessary and surely appreciated, but
this could be combined with more active forms of solidarity
with those who struggle against our common enemies. Revolutionary solidarity communicates the link between the exploitation and repression of others and our own fate; and, it
shows people the points at which capitalism or the state operate in similar ways in very different places. By creating links
between the struggles against the transcendent power structures that form the State and Capital, revolutionary solidarity has the potential to take our local struggles to a global
level. Solidarity is when you recognize your own struggle in
29

4. The final — and possibly most important — key to an active,
transnational attack on capital and the state is developing the
practice of a critical and revolutionary solidarity. When we
are critical of those who share our aims, critical solidarity is a
way for disagreements over strategy, tactics and organization
to be aired and discussed without trying to block each other’s
actions. If we continually block the actions of others no action
will take place. Notably, since Seattle previously fierce theoretical divisions have taken on less importance. This was particularly clear in the call for a Revolutionary Anti-Capitalist
Block at the A16 Washington protest, which was a significant
call for solidarity and joint action by all who consider themselves to be anti-capitalist revolutionaries. There has been a
lot more activity on many levels since Seattle, people who
didn’t go have been inspired by the stories of those who did,
suddenly now that there is plenty to do, theoretical divisions
give way to concerns of practical importance. As a minority within the movement of the exploited, anarchists must
find ways to work and interact with those with whom they
disagree. At the same time this doesn’t mean that disagreements are hidden. It is important that the concept of critical
solidarity be understood widely, for all too often a critical attitude is taken to mean a lack of support. We can be critical
of the Zapatistas while we act in solidarity with the struggle of the excluded in Chiapas against the Mexican State and
the imposition of neo-liberal economics. It is always more
important to act in solidarity with people’s decision to create
their own lives, than to agree with their theoretical perspective or the tactics they choose. It is the solidarity with the
becoming-active and the refusal of the alienation of power
that is most vital. As Nikos Mazotis said at his trial, “For me,
solidarity means the unreserved acceptance and support with
every means of the right that the people must have to deter28

both antagonistic to capital and the state and begin to create of new
ways of living.

Ethic and morality
We use the term ethic in a very specific sense and contrast it to
morality. Morality stands outside what it rules over, it swoops down
from above to organize relationships and discipline behavior. For
example, the relationship between two people can be set morally by
a third party, the church, the state, or the school. This third party is
not a part of the relationship; in other words, it stands transcendent
to the relationship. The relationship between two people can also be
arranged through an ethic. Unlike morality, an ethic never comes
from the outside; an ethic lets us understand how to relate to other
people or objects, other bodies, in a way that is beneficial to us. An
ethic is thus a doctrine of happiness, one which never comes form
the outside of the situation, which never stands above a relationship, but is always developed from within; it is always immanent to
the situation instead of transcendent to it. An ethic is a relationship
of desire. In an ethical relationship desire is complemented by desire, expanded by it. Morality, on the other hand, always limits and
channels desire. A transcendent morality is alien to the situation at
hand; its logic has no necessary connection to the desire of those
involved or to increasing their pleasure. It is a fixed law whose reasoning is always “because I said so,” “because it is the word of god,”
“because it is wrong,” or “because it is the law and what would happen without the law.” An ethic is a tool for the active creation of
our own lives; it is never an imposed decision, a bought position in
society, or a passively accepted role that we attempt to play. The
most valuable thing one can learn in the struggle against imposed
decision is how to act, how to become more powerful in our action.
Anarchism is an ethic in the most basic sense: it is an ethic because it calls for decisions to remain immanent to the situation at
hand instead of alienated into a transcendent institution, it moves
5

in an antagonistic relationship to all transcendent morality and institutions, such as the state, the party and the church.

Power and the alienation of power
Human nature has been a foundational concept for many anarchists. As such, the argument runs, human nature is good and
power, which constricts and warps that nature, is bad. Anarchism
becomes a philosophy that stands for getting rid of power and allowing the good nature of humans to flourish. In this section, we
develop a different understanding of power, an understanding that
doesn’t automatically define power as bad. Instead of setting a particular conception of human nature as the foundation of anarchism,
therefore, we suggest that an ethic of desire is the proper foundation
for anarchist action and organization.
Power is the potential to exert a force, the ability to create and
transform. Capitalism alienates that potential from us in the production process. The state also alienates our power; in fact, the state is
a form of alienated power that has been instituted, that has been constituted in the state form. In its alienated form, power becomes the
potential and ability to make others exert a force, to do work, or
the ability to prevent us from exerting a force. It is a power that has
been extracted from the social body through a complex process of
force and consent.
Capitalism and the state separate the moment of decision from
the act of its realization in both space and time: a decision is made
before the action has begun and it is made in a different place, in
some office of the state, corporate boardroom, or organizer’s meeting. A law can be made years before it comes to control an act. The
form of alienated power tends towards fixivity, of setting and maintaining an order and a set of institutions — like the heavy-set granite
structures that house the institutions themselves — that stand above
society; it can thus be called constituted or transcendent power.
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several continents is the most well known example. In these
cases, the local act of sabotage communicates a global enemy
the capitalist industrial machine that is polluting our planet.
3. The recent upsurge of the global days of action offers an opportunity for specific actions to communicate and build links
globally. But we need to ask what exactly is the nature of the
opportunity that the global days of action offer anarchists?
While the targets chosen, the international institutions of capitalism, do help to communicate an opposition to capitalism
in general, perhaps the greatest opportunity these global days
of action offer is the potential to link-up particular, local actions that attack specific targets with a general opposition to
capitalism. In other words, the fact of the simultaneity of actions on a particular date may be more important than the
spectacular shutting down of a huge meeting. By skipping
the big event and instead doing smaller, local actions, anarchists can communicate the local consequences of the ever
expanding capitalist death-machine. By the very simultaneity
of many actions connections between regions and struggles
are built. We are not saying that our actions should be determined by the dates set by the institutions of global capitalism
nor should one only conduct actions on such dates, but we
also should not ignore the historical opportunities offered by
the growth of the global days of action. To be effective such
actions should be part of an ongoing struggle. Doing actions
locally also has the potential to involve others who may not
understand how the big events of the global days of action
— the attacks on institutions such as the WTO, the WB, and
the IMF — are connected to their lives. Doing local actions on
the dates of the global days of action is one important way to
intensify such struggles.
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No individual, affinity group, or organization can command
insurrection; insurrection is by nature uncontrollable. Those
who dream of an insurrection cannot just will it into existence, they can only open up the possibility for its unfolding
through direct attacks on this social order, actions which can
communicate and spread throughout the social body.
2. Capital can never be attacked in the abstract, it can only be
attacked in its concrete manifestations; attack is always local
but it can communicate globally. Local attacks can inspire
people elsewhere — who have a common enemy — to take
action. The points at which people perceive the commonality
of an enemy vary widely, from a specific company, specific
law or politician, to capitalism or the state as a whole. Actions
and the publicizing of actions via communiqués and our media are opportunities for people to see the commonality between the oppressed in a faraway place and themselves. In
this lies an opportunity for people to take their analysis one
step further, and become critical of capitalism as a totality.
Recently in North America, environmentalists have been
more successful than workers in letting local struggle communicate the global scale of capital. The environmental direct action movement is spreading quickly all over the continent, with very little organization at all. The ELF is not an
organization, anyone can sign the name ELF (though those
who started it request that those who sign the name meet
certain criteria of perspective and goal). Yet, ELF actions have
spread widely without the support of an organization, ELF actions occur because people are angry that the earth is being
trashed, this ire spreads more effectively than would a permanent organization with its committees and paper selling.
Not all people who engage in such acts of sabotage use the
name ELF, there are innumerable other examples, the tearing
up of genetically engineered test crops which has spread over
26

If power is the potential to exert a force, the ability to act in a
creative, transformative, productive, or destructive way, the state
as a transcendent institution is that which cuts us off or separates
us from our active power. Our power is alienated from us, taken
from us, and instituted in the state. We are only allowed to act in
certain ways, whereas the state constantly acts and decides for us,
acts in our name, or forces us to act in certain ways. It cuts us off
from the creative energy of desire itself.
When power has not been alienated, it remains immanent within
individuals and the social body as a whole. And, so long as it is not
separated from the act itself, it remains a creative, productive, and
transformative potential, for it refuses a fixed order. As Kropotkin
states, “Now all history, all the experience of the human race and
all social psychology, unite in showing that the best and fairest way
is to trust the decision to those whom it concerns most nearly.”
But there is always a danger that this power will be recuperated
by groups to form institutions and will become a constituted, transcendent power that stands above the social body: the revolutionary power of those struggling against capitalism and the state can
be frozen in the form of ‘the Party’ and, finally, the state itself.
In studying primitive societies, Pierre Clastres discovered that societies without a state were really “societies against the state.” They
organized the social body in such a way that warded off the constitution of alienated power into an institution separate from society. Stable, conserved power is prevented from crystallizing into a
hardened state form. As Delueze and Guattari point out, the state
“is defined by the perpetuation or conservation of organs of power.
The concern of the State is to conserve.” Thus the state is the political organization of passivity. Anthropologists have noted the appearance of conserved organs of power in small-scale societies and
have called such early organs ‘impersonal institutions.’ Impersonal
institutions are distinguished from an authority that is based on personal abilities or qualities, an authority that ends when either that
person dies, they are no longer seen as holding those personal abil7

ities, or when those abilities are no longer useful to society. Someone could become known as a great hunter in a band society and
trusted as an authority on hunting; that authority is vested personally in the individual. A society could have several individuals with
such authority or it could have none. As such, authority does not
crystallize into an institution that tends towards permanence, into
impersonal institutions. But once authority comes to be institutionalized into a permanent position that is filled as an impersonal role,
power begins to be conserved and separated from society itself. The
President is an impersonal institution in that the authority of the
Presidency continues after one President leaves and another takes
their place; the authority rests in the institution.
Such impersonal institutions are openings that allow the state to
slowly form above society. But the society against the state, that
attempts to ward off or destroy the state, does not die as the state
grows into a hardened, ugly body; in fact, the society against the
state is continually reemerging and transforming its methods as
the movement of the exploited and excluded to decide their own
fate. The long and twisted history of the development of the state
and the creative movement of the society against the state has been
written and analyzed elsewhere. This history has brought us to our
present moment in which the society against the state rises again.
In the present moment, the form that alienated power takes is also
varied: while the party dictatorship, a form that still exists, is an
obvious example of alienated, transcendent power, the democratic
form of alienated power no less separates decision from the act, no
less separates us from our active powers.
As with the society against the state, anarchists must always fight
against the alienation of power, against the formation of transcendent institutions that turn active power into a constituted order,
whether that order be called democratic or totalitarian. This is not
only because such transcendent power separates us from our power
to act on our desires, but also because as soon as our active power —
our power to transform society and to create our own lives — begins

tutions that allow for the reproduction of capitalism are constantly
transforming themselves; they are not static.
As the scale of the state-capital relation changes so too must
the organization of resistance and attack; yet, any argument that
we need to compromise and even ally ourselves with older transcendent institutions such as the nation-state are sorely misguided.
Any compromise with alienated power can only cut us off from our
power to transform society and our power to create the life of our
desires to the best of our abilities. Thinking about the issue of the
scale of resistance, about how to bring the concept of a transnational resistance to and attack on capital into practice, demands a
much more careful analysis.
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1. When people start thinking on global terms there is sometimes a tendency to assume that the only way for a struggle
to be global is to function like a state or corporation, to try
to synthesize all struggle within one international organization, and thus unify practice through this organization. This
is undesirable from an anti-authoritarian point of view, yet
it is also impractical. How could one possibly bring all struggle under one organization, without first suppressing many
local struggles. A large organization of this sort by nature separates decision from the needs of the exploited, it makes them
wait to act until the moment which is most advantageous
to the organization. Large organizations that bring together
many social struggles often think only in abstract terms about
capital. It thus becomes necessary to wait to act until the appropriate material conditions arise, for a crisis to arise in capitalism as a whole. Such thinking is blind to the multifarious
local motivations for revolt.
Transcendent organizations can only command revolt; in doing so they try to deprive revolt of its impetus, the immanent
desire of the multitude. It is this desire that is the spark of
insurrection; only it can transform the whole of social life.

There is no longer anywhere to hide. If we destroy the state and
capital in one place, leaving the industrial military regime in the
hands of our enemies, our little utopia will soon be crushed. Likewise if we try to isolate ourselves, as Hakim Bey so poetically suggests in T.A.Z., to create a self-sufficient autonomous zone free from
capital, we cannot succeed. It is of course very important to create
spaces for ourselves where we can breathe freely; where we can act
and think without the immediate strait jacket of capitalist relations
and roles, without the 9–5 production-consumption grind. But if
we stop there we run into a problem, capitalism surrounds us. The
squat is evicted, the self-sufficient rural community is surrounded
by towns, or logging moves in until the only trees left are on ones
land. One can no longer be completely outside of capitalism; it is a
social disease that has touched all societies. This is not to say that it
has fully penetrated them all, the few Penan of Borneo that remain
in the forest do still share a social life that is in stark contrast to
capitalist relations. But they are fighting for their lives and there
is not much forest left. We must understand that just as a genetically modified test crop will spread into nearby fields, capitalism is
a pest which seeks to take over everything it touches; it cannot be
contained without being destroyed as a whole.
Many anarchists in the anti-globalization movement operate
on the scale of the nation-state, imagining that Clastres’ “Society
Against the State” could be rearticulated as the “State Against Capital”; they seem to understand capital as becoming pure and separating itself from the state. And as an index of current pessimism the
state is imagined as protecting culture against global capitalism. As
we argued in our section on value, however, there can be no capitalism without transcendent institutions, such as the state, to back up
its private property system. The state, in some form, is the condition
of possibility of capitalism, that which is necessary for capitalism to
go on existing. Thus capitalism can never free itself from the state
and continue to reproduce itself. Of course, the transcendent insti-

to harden into a permanent order, a permanent organization, once
impersonal institutions form within our midst, we lose the power
to attack the state and capitalism effectively.
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Value, measure, and social organization
The movement of the exploited, the excluded, of the society
against the state, is a movement to destroy the separation between
humans and their conditions of existence. It is a movement to build
new social relations without measure. It is a revolt against the imposition of a single regime of value. Looking at the many struggles
that are being called “the anti-globalization movement,” we can see
in their diversity a complex pattern of attack on and defense from
capitalist valorization. These struggles are heterogeneous in that no
single solution or system of valorization is being offered to replace
capitalism (thus these struggles can not be contained by a single
organization). Yet, while they are heterogeneous, there is a pattern,
and that pattern is produced by the fact that they are all fighting a
singular and hegemonic regime of valorization, capitalism, that is
invading every human practice and relationship. Alienation is the
gap between desire and what is socially valued, between our potential to transform the world and the theft and parasitic use of that
power by capital and the state. As that power comes to be alienated in the state form, society comes to be increasingly ruled by
numbers to the extent that humans themselves are even reduced to
interchangeable numbers.
One of the state’s most important roles is to be the guarantor of
measure: the state maintains the value of money, the general equivalent, it sets the low point for wages, taxes, and guarantees the measure and protection of property. The state uses numbers to reduce
social problems to simple math problems with solutions. But society
isn’t so easily quantified and reduced; society isn’t just a problem
that can be solved with a ruler. Thus, every solution is in reality a
repression of the problem or a shifting of the problem to a new level

or different sector of society. Solution and repression are a twined
pair.
The largest of such social problems that states have to contend
with are the distribution of wealth, the mediation of social conflicts
that erupt from its unequal distribution, and the reproduction of
society itself. Over this century, two solutions to the problem of
the distribution of wealth, the setting of value, have dominated the
world: Western capitalism and Soviet communism. Both systems
separate humans from their conditions of existence, from what they
need to live and follow their desires. Both systems also rely on transcendent institutions of power to maintain their systems of valorization. In the West, capitalist valorization relies on the state to guarantee the general equivalent and to maintain the private property
structure that separates us from what we need to live. The human
is thus split into a producer of goods for sale and a consumer of
other goods. This split allows the extraction of surplus value, and
it is the production of surplus value that defines one as productive,
producing and, thus, having value in society.
The Soviet system was a different solution to the same problem.
One’s value within the Soviet system was set by a different measure.
Within the Soviet system, value operated as a quantified, measured
need as set by the transcendent intuition of the state. The state,
as an alien institution, a form of alienated power, decided what
was needed through its great, calculating bureaucratic apparatus.
By treating society as a mathematical problem, the Soviet system
guaranteed an equality and homogeneity of existence. It flattened
desire and individuals. Desires were judged to be of social value
or not by committee. Use value came to be set by a moral system
that stood outside of society. In the Soviet system humans were no
less separated from their conditions of existence, for a transcendent
system of property still existed as the state itself directly controlled
property.
There is, however, a different type of communism, one in which
the institutions of private property backed up by state power are
10

“Make our struggle as transnational as capital.”
This slogan is very compelling and has become the most common
slogan heard within the anti-globalization movement. But how do
we make our struggle as transnational as capital? This brings up
some difficult problems for anti-authoritarians. How can a transnational struggle against capital and the state occur without creating
an overarching massive authoritarian structure? How can struggle
against a common enemy, capital, remain focused yet disparate, local and global? Transnational struggle, in reality, means struggle on
many scalar levels. It also demands the development of many practices that allow us to work together and, at the same time, ward off
the growth of transcendent institutions in our midst. Operating on
many scalar levels will create tensions within the movement, and
there is no simple solution that resolves such tensions. Yet, attempting to operate on a single scalar level, such as the national scale
or the building of a massive international organization, dooms our
movement to failure; nor can we build a local cocoon to hibernate
in. Waiting only brings us defeat.
Capitalism is a very adaptable force; it has managed to embed
itself in innumerable social and cultural realities. Capitalism operates from above and below; it imposes itself through the coercion
of deprivation and then embeds itself in social relations. There is
one capitalism, it operates as a system, yet it functions in millions
of particular local ways. Any fight against it must destroy both the
transcendent institutions that impose it from above (the state, companies, etc.) and transform the relations that sustain it from below.
If the structures of domination and deprivation which uphold capitalism, and the capitalist social relations that have penetrated nearly
every facet of our daily lives are to be destroyed, this destruction
must spring from the desire of the multitude. The desire to destroy
capitalism is the spark which must arise in many localities and
spread throughout the globe, in order for our struggle to become
as transnational as capital.
23

But it is not the label anarchist that annihilates authority but an
ongoing struggle with all those one interacts with. Every new situation and relation we enter poses the possibility for the rise of
authority. Just as Clastres noted a ‘Society against the State’ other
anthropologists who have lived in small-scale societies have noted
a process of assertive egalitarianism, an active tendency to squelch
attempts at creating roles of authority, or economic inequality. In
an informal organization, we need to assertively counter the formation of authoritarian relations. The difficulty of this problem cannot
be avoided by staying in an anarchist ghetto.
Anarchists could be a force that helps the anti-capitalist and
anti-authoritarian currents within the anti-globalization movement
spread further. This could be achieved by opening up discussion
between anarchists and other anti-capitalist groups, and between
anti-capitalists and anti-corporate/anti-globalization groups. This
discussion would in some cases lead to links of cooperation and
solidarity. When we discuss the importance of links between struggles or the spread of struggle we are not talking about a growth in
numbers of an organization or movement. The type of organization
that we have been discussing is not composed of people who aim
to increase its numbers at the sacrifice of the quality of the relationships of those who come together; the spark of rebellion cannot be
quantified. Informal organization is a means for discussion between
diverse individuals and groups to become focused action. Informal
organizations, affinity groups and individuals have already given
birth to many projects, some of which aim to increase communication and sharing such as gatherings, the creation of social spaces
like info-shops, and publications, these projects are crucial when
capitalism constantly puts up walls to separate us. Others have focused on the urgent task of directly attacking the existent social
order.

absent; this communism can be defined by the equality of access to
the conditions of existence. This ethic is at the heart of the movement of the excluded, of the society against the state, that always
remains antagonistic, however incoherent, to the separations that
capital and the state impose upon it.
This communism offers no mathematical solution, imposed from
above, to social problems. There is no guarantee of what individuals
and groups will do with the conditions of existence once they have
access to them, that is up to their desires and abilities. Rather, in
the absence of transcendent solutions and institutions, social relations and problems remain as tensions within society, tensions that
are worked through immanently in practice. Value comes to be produced immanently in ethical practice, as a self-valorization activity
by those involved in a certain situation. A single regime of value no
longer covers and organizes the social terrain.
This ethic of desire, which remains fundamental to the movement of the excluded, is antagonistic to the constituted social order that separates the multitude from its conditions of existence;
and, it is out of this antagonism that anarchist practice — as immanent to the movement of the excluded multitudes — grows. Just as
self-valorization becomes an ethical practice for the excluded, informal organization, in struggle against capital and the state, becomes
an ethical practice for anarchists: both create social relations beyond
measure.
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Part II: The Anarchist ethic and the
organization of attack
The starting point for understanding the relationship between anarchists and the new social movements is to recognize that we are a
minority within the movement. This is, of course, the normal position for anarchists, but it does call for a specific theoretical thinking

and practice in order for us to effectively operate in such a context. Anarchists are hopefully at an insurrectional level of struggle,
they are, for the most part, working towards insurrection, while the
movement in general struggles at an intermediate level. What does
this mean? Anarchists, except those who hold a determinist and
evolutionary view of history, understand that insurrection, which
destroys the transcendent institutions of state and capital and allows the realization social relations that are immanently organized,
is always possible as an outcome of struggle. Thus anarchists should
always be working towards the goal of insurrection. The struggle
of the new social movements that have developed over the 1990’s,
however, are mostly at an intermediate level, a level in which specific institutions may be attacked without a clear goal of insurrection against capital and the state. Direct action against the WTO,
the IMF, and the World Bank, the movement to destroy genetically
modified crops, the movement of the landless to directly appropriate the conditions of their existence, and the direct action environmental movement all contain the potential of moving towards insurrection. Anarchists must open and develop that potential. There are
others within these social movements that, whether consciously or
not, work to close the possibility of insurrection. This often happens
as a result of certain forms of organization and organizing activity.
Permanent organizations, organizations that attempt to synthesize
the multitude of those struggling into a single, unified organization,
and organizations that attempt to mediate struggle are all forms of
organization that tend to close the potential of insurrection.
Before discussing the question of organization further, we need
to clarify how we will use the terms ‘the multitude’ and ‘the mass.’
The multitude is what we will call all those who are excluded and
exploited by capitalism; it is the multitude that struggles against the
state and capitalism, it is the multitude that makes up the society
against the state. The mass is the multitude as it has been synthesized into a singular block and disciplined to act in a unified manner.
Just as a nation-state must transform a multitude of people into ‘the

promise is to be in perpetual conflict with the established order and
its structures of domination and deprivation. Permanent conflictuality means that we will not wait for orders from leaders or organizers
who, by nature of their role, aim to control our rebellion and thus
alienate our active powers. Permanent conflictuality is uncontrollable autonomous action.
Informal organizations may be composed of affinity groups with
quite different political perspectives from each other. The disparate
perspectives that may be found in an informal organization would
not tend to be found within the affinity group. The affinity group
would be based on a commonality of perspective that wouldn’t necessarily exist in a larger group. Some people wish to open the possibility for insurrection, while others are only concerned with an
immediate goal. There is no reason why those who share an immediate practical aim but diverge in their long-term goals might
not come together. For example, an anti-genetic engineering group
could form and decide to coordinate the tearing up test crops if there
are many plots in an area and to circulate anti-GE leaflets. (In cases
of sabotage, the fewer the people who know the better, information should only be shared between affinity groups when there is
a reason to coordinate efforts, for example, when it is desirable for
several affinity groups to hit several targets in one night.) In this
case those who want an insurrectionary rupture with this social
order and those who merely hate genetic engineering could easily
work together towards this immediate goal. For those who wish to
open the possibility of insurrection, such cooperation will not close
the door on their dreams. Informal organization, with its ethics of
autonomy and no compromise, does not control struggle; and, uncontrollability opens the possibility for an insurrectionary rupture
with this necrophilic social order.
In the above case, we’re assuming that all involved uphold an
anti-authoritarian ethic that respects autonomy of action. Because
authority can arise in any group, some anarchists feel safer if they
only interact with other anarchists, thus avoiding authoritarians.
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power to act with that of our enemies. Since Seattle, global financial and trade organizations have been calling for dialogue. To get
us to bargain with them they have tried to look sympathetic and
concerned. During the protests in Prague in September, a World
Bank representative said: “We sympathize with the questions the
protestors are proposing but we disagree with their methods. We
think they’re going about this in the wrong way. We want dialogue
not force.” Another World Bank representative said: “These are important meetings, about ending AIDS and poverty; what we want is
dialogue not diatribes.” The fact that the World Bank wants dialogue
is a measure of our success in the streets. They hope we will choose
dialogue over direct action, because they know that dialogue with
them would be ineffective, that they would never really concede
to our demands. They can listen to us, politely respond, even make
minor adjustments, but they all eventually go home to a gated community of oblivion and have a martini. This is why they want to
channel the force of our direct action into appeals, petitions and attempts to manipulate the mainstream media. The World Bank recognizes the power of our direct action and is taking counter measures;
it is trying to convince us to use ineffective methods.
The scraps handed down to appease and divert us by those we
oppose must be refused. Compromise with any transcendent institution (the State, WTO, WB, IMF, the Party etc.) is always the
alienation of our power to the very institutions we supposedly wish
to destroy; this sort of compromise results in the forfeiture of our
power to act decisively, to make decisions and actions in the time
we choose. As such, compromise only makes the state and capital
stronger.
For those who wish to open the possibility of insurrection, those
who don’t wish to wait for the supposedly appropriate material conditions for revolution, for those who don’t want a revolution which
is merely the creation of a new power structure but want the destruction of all structures which alienate out power from us, such
compromise is contrary to their aims. To continually refuse to com-

People’ or citizens in order to create a disciplined nation, and the
church must morally discipline its members to produce a flock, organizations of synthesis, such as ‘the Party,’ must shape the multitude
into a mass in order to control its movement. The nation-state, the
church, and the Party are all transcendent institutions in relation to
a multitude in that they all stand above and outside the multitude
and yet attempt to organize its social relations. They swoop down
upon the multitude with a grid of identity into which all must fit —
all relationships are organized from the outside with such a grid.
For anarchists, the question of organization, however, is an ethical (immanent) instead of moral (transcendent) question: in a given
situation, how do we combine in a way that promotes our active
powers? How do we bring a multitude together in a way that
doesn’t limit our potential, our power to act, and our different desires?
In the wake of Seattle and Prague many organizers are discussing
how to build and control the movement. They talk as if they are
artists standing over a lump of clay — the multitude — that needs
to be shaped, disciplined. The discussion usually leads to talk of the
need to limit the actions of the most confrontational and to be better ‘organized.’ Concerning the Prague demonstrations, one “American organizer” stated, “If we are really serious about doing an action, then we need to make certain there are de-escalation teams,
people who are responsible for breaking up the violence.” The goal
of the type of organization that they promote, however, is to limit
direct confrontational action and to encourage dialogue and mediation. Naively, they want to harness the power of a mass of bodies
in order to get a seat at the table of power. For anarchists, of course,
being against capitalism and the state in their entirety, there can be
no dialogue with constituted power, with the transcendent institutions of the state and capital. The willingness of those transcendent
institutions to initiate a dialogue may be a sign of their fear and
weakness, but it is also the beginning of our defeat when we limit
our active power to join them in discussion.
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Our active power, our power to create and transform, is our only
weapon, and that which limits such power from within the movement is our greatest weakness. This does not mean that we should
remain unorganized; in fact, it poses the very question of organization: how do we combine in a way that promotes our active powers?
The anarchist ethic is always a critical ethic, and thus it denounces
everything that cuts us off from and diminishes our power to act.
As noted above, one of the greatest dangers to the development
of the new social movements in a positive direction is that forms of
organization that cut us off from our active power and close off the
potential of insurrection in the present moment become dominant:
these are permanent, synthesizing, and mediating organizations.
Permanent organizations tend to develop into transcendent institutions in relation to the struggling multitude. They tend to develop
a formal or informal hierarchy and to disempower the multitude:
power is alienated from its active form within the multitude and
instituted within the organization. This transforms the active multitude into a passive mass. The hierarchical constitution of powerrelations removes decision from the moment — the immanence — of
its necessity. The practical consequences of such an organization is
that the active powers of those involved in the struggle are stifled by
the organization. Decisions that should be made by those involved
in an action are deferred to the organization; and, permanent organizations tend to make decisions based not on the necessity of a
specific goal or action, but on the needs of that organization, especially its preservation. The organization becomes an end in itself.
As an organization moves towards permanence and comes to
stand above the multitude, the organizer appears, often claiming
to have created the struggle, and begins to speak for the mass. It
is the job of the organizer to transform the multitude into a controllable mass and to represent that mass to the media. Organizers
rarely views themselves as part of the multitude; they stand outside
of it, transcendent to it, and talk of ‘reaching out to the community,’
‘awakening the masses,’ and ‘building the organization and move-

shouted from above or beyond the situation. Autonomy allows decision to occur in and during the situation of its necessity, instead of
being predetermined or delayed by the decision of a committee or
meeting. Organizational platforms impose a formality in the decision making process that inhibits autonomy. This does not mean to
say however that we shouldn’t think strategically about the future
and make agreements or plans. On the contrary, plans and agreements are useful and important. What we are emphasizing is a flexibility that allows people to discard plans when they become useless. Plans should be adaptable to events as they unfold. It can be
dangerous during a demonstration or action to hesitate to change
plans when events take an unexpected turn, because one’s group
had originally planned otherwise. Since autonomy is born out of
an ethic that rejects the blocking of active powers, it therefore implies a refusal to block the actions of others with an important exception. When others try to impede our action, we will not just sit
by and let them. Examples of this include, those who tried to physically stop protestors from breaking windows in Seattle, those who
take photos of illegal actions, those who unmask people who choose
to be masked for security reasons, and those who mark protestors
with paint to be identified later by the police. These people not only
refuse to respect the autonomy of others’ action, but take this to an
extreme by trying to place those they disagree with in the hands of
the police, enemies who have the power to take away years of our
lives. We have no choice but to defend ourselves. The point where
autonomy ends is the point where alienated power is formed, where
our only weapon, our power to act is taken from us.
Just as an informal organization must have an ethic of autonomy
or it will be transformed into an authoritarian organization, in order to avoid the alienation of our active powers, it must also have
an ethic of no compromise with respect the organization’s agreed
goal. The organization’s goal should be either achieved or abandoned. Compromising with those who we oppose (e.g.; such as the
State or a corporation) defeats all true opposition, it replaces our
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must develop forms of organization that open to the potential for
insurrection and move the struggle in that direction, instead of always shifting that potential further into the future.

What type of organization allows decision to occur in the moment of its necessity? We call organization that lacks the formality
and authority which separate organizers and organized, informal
organization. In this section, we are specifically discussing the organization of social struggle. We will discuss some general principles that have grown out of practice. Just as some small-scale societies lack formal impersonal institutions, informal organization
lacks offices and hierarchical positions. Because the organizer’s nature is to plan and control s/he often privileges the perpetuation of
the organization over other goals. Informal organizations dissolve
when their goal is achieved or abandoned, they do not perpetuate
themselves merely for the sake of the organization if the goals that
caused people to organize have ceased to exist. The passage from
informal to formal or permanent organization is analogous to the
moment when a small-scale society creates impersonal institutions;
it is a moment in which the group’s power is alienated and placed
outside of it.
Informal organization is a means for affinity groups to coordinate efforts when necessary. We must always remember that many
things can be done easier with an affinity group or individual, in
these cases higher levels of organization just makes the decision
making process cumbersome, it stifles us. The smallest amount of
organization necessary to achieve ones aims is always the best to
maximize our active powers.
Informal organization must be based on an ethic of autonomous
action; autonomy is necessary to prevent our active powers from
becoming alienated, to prevent the formation of relations of authority. Autonomy is refusing to obey or give orders, which are always

ment’ as if insurrection was a game of numbers. Thus, as outsiders,
they don’t see it as their task to act, to do actions, but to propagandize and organize, for it is the masses that act.
Their worst fear is alienating the ‘real masses’ thus image becomes all-important. After Seattle many organizers were worried
about the effect that property destruction would have on the image of the movement, and went to great lengths to distance themselves from the perpetrators of such acts. Direct Action Network
went to the extreme of not offering legal aid to those charged with
felonies during the Seattle protests. Seemingly, they subscribe to
Napoleonic law in which the accused are presumed guilty, not innocent. Again, their image was at stake. Later, in L.A., the August
collective asked D.A.N. if they could use its space for the L.A. anarchist conference. D.A.N. declined explaining that anarchists in
general were too white and too male, and this would affect D.A.N.’s
ability to reach out to the community. In other words, they wanted
to appear to be in touch with the community, and anarchists would
hurt their image.
For the organizer, who takes as his/her motto ‘only that which
appears in the media exists,’ concrete action always takes a back
seat to the maintenance of media image. The goal of such image
maintenance is never to attack a specific transcendent institution,
but to affect public opinion, forever build the movement or, even
worse, the organization. The organizer must always worry about
how the actions of others will reflect on the movement; they must,
therefore, both attempt to discipline the struggling multitude and
try to control how the movement is represented in the media. Image
replaces action for the permanent organization and the organizer
who operates within the society of the spectacle.
The attempt to control the vast image and opinion-making factories of our society is a losing battle, as if we could ever try to
match the quantity of images put forward by the media or get them
to ‘tell the truth.’ To come to a better understanding of the problems involved in such a battle and how the ‘organizer’ operates, we
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need to first better comprehend how ‘opinion’ functions in society.
On a basic level, we need to ask, what is opinion? An opinion is
not something first found among the public in general and then, afterwards, replayed through the media, as a simple reporting of the
public opinion. An opinion exists in the media first; it is produced by
the media not the multitude. Secondly, the media then reproduces
the opinion a million times over linking the opinion up to a certain type of person (conservatives think x, liberals think y). Thirdly,
as Alfredo Bonanno points out, “[An opinion] is a flattened idea,
an idea that has been uniformed in order to make it acceptable to
the largest number of people. Opinions are massified ideas.” Public
opinion is produced as a series of simple choices or solutions (‘I’m
for globalization and free trade,’ or ‘I’m for more national control
and protectionism’). We are all supposed to choose — as we choose
our leaders or our burgers — instead of think for ourselves. It is
obvious, therefore, that anarchists cannot use the opinion-making
factory to create counter-opinions, and hopefully anarchists would
never want to operate on the level of opinion even if we could somehow exert control over the content spewed out of the factory gates.
Anyhow, the anarchist ethic could never be communicated in the
form of opinion, it would die once massified. However, it is exactly
on the level of opinion that the organizer works, for opinion and
image-maintenance are the very tools of power, tools used to shape
and discipline a multitude into a controllable mass.
‘The Party’ is a permanent organization that attempts to synthesize all struggle into one controllable organization; in doing so, it
cuts the multitude off from its active power and closes the door to
insurrection. For the Party, the struggle is always in the future, at
some mythical time; the present is for political work, for recruiting
and disciplining party members. Commenting on Prague, the Communist Party of Great Britain noted that the most positive event
in the latest Global Day of Action wasn’t the action, but the fact
that they sold or distributed 2,100 issues of the Weekly Worker and
passed out 5,000 leaflets (what they call political work). Meanwhile

the International Socialist Organization (the SWP) concentrated on
image at the expense of action: they claimed they would bring 2500
people but brought less than 1000 and switched from an agreed
upon position within the structure of the direct action damaging
its success. But, of course, the ISO had other priorities than the
action itself; they were present in order to recruit new members
for the future, a future that their actions ensure will never come.
As such, their decision wasn’t adequate to the necessity of the moment; decision had been removed from the immanence within a
multitude and brought into a transcendent institution. The ISO left
a key intersection open and a few hundred anarchists, who could
make decisions within the moment itself, covered the intersection
as best they could. Transcendent organizations, such as permanent
organizations and mediating organizations, by their very logic, will
always forgo action and close the potential for insurrection. But
transcendent organizations, such as ‘the Party,’ while they can stifle action, can never contain the desires and power of the multitude;
they are always doomed to failure.
But, as anarchists, who refuse such a vanguard, transcendent position, we are part of the multitude, we are within it, we are immanent to it. We are exploited as the multitude is; we are excluded as
the multitude is. While on the one hand the anarchist ethic is always a critical ethic that denounces transcendent institutions and
morality, it is also always a constructive ethic that leads towards
the building of new social relations and new forms of active power.
As a minority within the struggling multitude, we choose a form
of organization that follows both the logic of our position within
the movement of the exploited and the anarchist ethic of immanently organized social relations — relations that are self-organized
instead of organized by a transcendent institution (such as the state,
the church, or the party) which stands outside the multitude. We
must organize ourselves in a manner that won’t tend towards permanence and hierarchy, which won’t come to stand above the multitude, and chooses self-activity over image and representation. We
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